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Abstract— Specialization and exchange aree two important
specifically human adaptations that are at the oorigin of much of
the complexity of human social life and of hum
man societies. The
paper describes simple simulated robots that evolve in
food or both food
environments containing either two types of fo
and tools and tries to establish in whicch environments
specialization emerges, what is the relation betw
ween exchange and
specialization and what their advantages are.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Unlike nonhuman animals, human beings oobtain most of the
goods they need not from nature but from othher human beings
through the exchanges of goods. X gives one ggood to Y and, in
exchange, Y gives a different good to X. B
But, to be really
useful, the exchange of goods requires speccialization in the
production of goods. X must specialize in prooducing one good
and Y must specialize in producing another ggood, and then X
and Y can proceed to an exchange. Speciaalization and the
exchange of goods are such an important coomponent of the
social life of human beings and of the orgaanization of their
societies that, if we want to construct robots thhat not only have
the external morphology of human beings (hhumanoid robots)
but actually behave like human beings (hum
man robots), our
robots must be able to exchange their goods aand must develop
specialization in the production of goods. Mucch work has been
done on economic behaviours in agent-based systems (see, for
example, [1]) and in specialization in swarm robotics context
[2,3,4], but less work on robots with a body and a behaviour
which is controlled by an artificial neural neetwork (see [5,6]
for works on specialization in evolving neurro-robots, see [7]
for a robotic model of free market). In this paaper we describe
neuro-robots that evolve in a variety of envirronments and we
try to determine which environments favour tthe emergence of
specialization and the exchange of goods and what their
consequences are.
II.

METHODS

A. Robot characteristics
The robots are simulated Khepera robots.. The robots live
in an environment which contains two differeent types of food
tokens which the robots can distinguish on tthe basis of their
colour. The two types of food tokens contaain two different
types of energy and the robots need both typess of energy to
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Figure 1. Architecture of the neural network
k controlling the behaviour of the
robot. The input layer consists of two couples of sensory neurons, encoding
left and right FOV for each type of tokens; the hidden layer is composed by
l
is composed by two motor
four neurons and their biases; the output layer
neurons and their biases, controlling the sp
peed of the left and right wheels.

remain alive and reproduce. Their body has a store for each
type of energy, each type of energ
gy is consumed by a fixed
quantity at each time step, and if th
he energy contained in one
or the other bodily store reaches thee zero level, the robot dies.
Since a robot generates an offsprin
ng at regular intervals, the
robots that live more generate mo
ore offspring and therefore
leave more copies of their genes to
o the next generation. (All
the robots die at some maximum ag
ge which is the same for all
the robots.) The robots’ behaviourr is controlled by a neural
network with one layer of sensory units, one layer of internal
units and one layer of motor units (Fig. 1). The input layer is
composed by four sensory neurons,, two neurons for each type
of tokens, which are simulated ey
yes that detect the tokens
located within a certain distance from
f
the robot. The higher
the activation of the neurons, the nearer
n
the tokens. Like our
eyes each couple of sensory neuron
ns produce an overall field
of view of 180 degrees, composed
d by a right and a left part,
with a zone of overlap in the ceenter. The hidden layer is
composed by four neurons, with an associated bias and a
sigmoid activation function. The output layer includes two
motor neurons which encode the sp
peed of the two wheels that
allow the robots to displace themsselves in the environment.
The motor neurons also have a biaas and a sigmoid activation
function. The connection weights and
a bias values of a robot’s
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B. Simulations characteristics
The initial population includes 200 robots but then the size
of the population changes and the population can become
extinct because no robot is able to live enough to be able to
generate an offspring. The entire simulation lasts for 30000
time-steps (input/output cycles of the robots’ neural network)
and it is repeated 20 times starting with randomly generated
connection weights and biases for the robots of the initial
generation. We evolve the robots in four different
environments which vary as a function of three variables:
1 - The environment can contain two types of food tokens
or only one type of food tokens but also tool tokens. A tool
token is a token which cannot be eaten but can be used to
triple the energy value of a food token.
2 - The tokens can be randomly distributed in the entire
environment or the tokens of one type can only be found in
one zone of the environment and the tokens of the other type
can only be found in another, separate, zone of the
environment.
3 - The robots can or cannot make exchanges.
The robots that cannot make exchanges can only eat the food
tokens they are able to find in the environment. If the robots
can make exchanges, in each cycle the program randomly
selects two robots with complementary external stores and an
exchange takes place. “Complementary” means that the
external store of one robot contains more food tokens of one
type and the external store of the other robot contains more
food tokens of the other type. “Making an exchange” means
that one token of one type is transferred from the external
store of one robot to the external store of the other robot, and
vice versa, according to the present state of the two robots’
external stores. Once the two robots have made an exchange,
they have to wait 20 cycles to participate to a new exchange
with the same or another robot. (The number of 20 cycles
between two exchanges for the same robot has been arbitrarily
decided by us but this number should be varied to determine
how it can influence the robots’ behaviour.) An exchange is
cost-free and leaves no space for the robots to decide whether
to participate to an exchange or not and what are the terms of
the exchange. This is a simplification but the purpose of this
study is not to explore the emergence of exchange and the
behaviour of making exchanges, but rather to specify under
what environmental conditions exchange is more adaptive and
what the relation between exchange and the emergence of

specialization is. (We return to these issues in the
conclusions.)
C. Specialization test
To test if some robots are specialized in capturing one type
of tokens and other robots are specialized in capturing the
other type of tokens, we put a robot in an “experimental
environment” that contains only one type of tokens and we
count the number of tokens that the robot is able to capture in
a fixed period of 200 cycles repeated for 10 trials. Then we
repeat the procedure using the other type of tokens. If a robot
captures more tokens of type a than tokens of type b, we say
that the robot is specialized in capturing type a tokens.
The Specialization Index is defined as

ܵሺݐ ǡ ݐ ሻ ൌ
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௧ೌ ା௧್

(1)

where ݐ௫ is the total number of type x tokens collected by the
robot tested. The Specialization Index is a number between -1
and 1 where a value toward the extremes of the range means a
specialization in one of the types of food tokens and a value
near 0 means no specialization.
III.

RESULTS

A. Food tokens
1) Random distribution of tokens and no exchange
In the first environment the food tokens are randomly
distributed in the entire environment and the robots
cannot exchange the food tokens of one type with the
food tokens of the other type with other robots. In
this environment all the populations of robots become
extinct before the end of the simulation (30000
cycles) (Fig. 2). The robots need both type of food
tokens to remain alive but, since they can only count
on themselves, they often find themselves with an
external store which lacks one or the other of the two
types of food, and they die.

Number of robots

neural network are inherited from the robot’s parent
(reproduction is nonsexual) with the addition of some random
noise which, in some cases, can make the offspring robot
better than the parent robot at eating the food tokens. A food
token is captured by a robot when the robot reaches (touches)
the food token. When a robot captures a food token, it puts the
food token into an external store and the robot eats the food
tokens contained in its external store when its bodily energy
for that type of token reaches a sufficiently low level.
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Figure 2. Population size at the end of the simulations, averaged
over the 20 replications of each simulation, for the robots living in
the environment with two types of food tokens.
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2) Random distribution of tokens plus exchange
In the second environment the foodd tokens are also
randomly distributed in the entire environment but
the robots can now proceed to exchaange one token of
one type with one token of the other type with
another robot. This helps the robots and at the end of
the simulation (after 30000 cycles) 7 out of the 20
populations are still in existence ((Fig. 2). So the
possibility to make exchanges represents an
advantage for these robots. Hoowever, in this
environment the possibility to makee exchanges does
not lead to specialization. Fig. 3 show
ws the frequency
of the Specialization Index for thhis environment
discretized in five ranges and compuuted for the entire
set of the 20 replications of the siimulation. These
robots do not appear to be specialized in capturing
one or the other of the two food tokkens even if they
can exchange the food tokens with oother robots. This
notwithstanding, the possibility to make exchanges
helps the robots to better survive in thhe environment.

Number of robots
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4) Zonal distribution of token
Now we add the exchange of the two types of food
tokens. Two robots are raandomly selected from the
entire population of robots and, if their external stores
are complementary, the ro
obots exchange one type of
food token with the other type
t
of food token. This has
two consequences. The firsst consequence is that 5 out
of 20 populations succeed at avoiding extinction (Fig
2). This, again, shows that the exchange of goods is a
useful addition to the adapttive pattern of the robots.
nce is that we find
The second consequen
specialization. We test individual robots in the
“experimental environmen
nt” and we find that most
robots are specialized. Some
S
robots capture more
food tokens of one type th
han food tokens of the other
type and other robots do th
he opposite. Since they can
exchange their food tokeens with other robots, the
robots have evolved a beh
haviour which allows them
to avoid traversing the em
mpty space between the two
food zones. Some robots live in one food zone and
they specialize in capturin
ng the food tokens that they
find in that zone while oth
her robots do the same for
the other zone. Then they
y exchange the food tokens
in which they are specializzed with other robots which
are specialized in the oth
her type of tokens. Fig. 4
shows the Specialization Index frequency for this
population of robots.
Green food zone

3) Zonal distribution of tokens and no exxchange
In this new environment the foodd tokens are not
randomly distributed in the entire environment but
the food tokens of one type are in oone zone and the
food tokens of the other type are inn another zone of
the environment, and the two zones are separated by
an empty space. This is a more difficcult environment
because the robots still need to eat booth types of food
tokens to remain alive but to captuure both types of
food tokens they must traverse thhe empty space
between the two zones and they mayy die during their
travel between the two zones. In factt, if the robots do
not have the possibility to exchangee the food tokens
with other robots, all the populationss become extinct
even earlier than the populationns living in an

Blue food zone

500
Number of robots

-1 to -0.6 -0.6 to -0.2 -0.2 to 0.2 0.2 to 0.6 0.6 to 1
Specialization ind
dex
Figure 3. Specialization Index frequency for thhe environment with
randomly distributed food tokens and no exchaange. A value near to
1 means specialization in one type of food tokkens, whereas a value
near to -1 means specialization in the other ttype of food tokens.
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environment in which thee two types of food tokens
are randomly distributed in
n the entire environment.
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-0
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Specialization
n index

Figure 4. Specialization Index frequency for the two subpopulations (green and blue) wh
hich live in the environment with
zonal distribution of the two
o types of food tokens and the
possibility to make
m
exchanges.
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These new robots live in an environment which contains only
one type of food tokens and to remain alive they need only the
energy contained in these food tokens. However their
environment also contains tool tokens. A tool token is
identical to a food token except that it has a different colour
and when a robot reaches a food token it captures the food
token and puts the tool token into its external store together
with the food tokens. Clearly, the tool tokens cannot be eaten
but they are equally useful to the robots because they increase
by three times the quantity of energy contained in a food
token. In other words, when a robot eats one of the food
tokens contained in its external store and it also has a tool
token in its external store, while the food token by itself
contains only one unit of energy, by using the tool token the
robots can extract three units of energy from the food token.
(One tool token can be used only once for a single food token
and then it must be thrown away.) The new robots live in the
same four different environments that we have seen before
with food tokens and tool tokens randomly distributed in the
entire environment or with food tokens in one zone of the
environment and the tool tokens in another zone, and with or
without the possibility to exchange a food token for a tool
token. Fig. 5 shows the average population size for each of the
four environments.
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2) Random distribution of tokens plus exchange
Now we move to the robots that live in an
environment with food tokens and tool tokens
randomly distributed but the robots have the
possibility to exchange food for tools. In this
environment almost all populations (18 out of 20)
succeed to survive because, although the robots do
not specialize in capturing the food tokens or the tool
tokens (Fig. 7), they can optimize their adaptive
pattern by having both food tokens and tool tokens in
their external store through the exchange of food for
tools with other robots. And the average size of the
eighteen populations which succeed in surviving is
quite large (Fig. 5). Some of the robots show a
preference for the food tokens over the tool tokens, as
the food tokens are needed to survive while the tool
tokens alone don’t guarantee survival. This
notwithstanding, we do not observe specialization at
the population level.

Exchange

Figure 5. Population size at the end of the simulations, averaged for all 20
replications of each simulation, for the robots living in the environment with
food and tool tokens.

1) Random distribution of tokens and no exchange
In the environment in which both the food tokens and
the tool tokens are randomly distributed in the entire
environment, even if there is no possibility to
exchange food for tools, 14 out of 20 populations
succeed in surviving until the end of the simulation.
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-1 to -0.6 -0.6 to -0.2 -0.2 to 0.2 0.2 to 0.6 0.6 to 1
Specialization index
Figure 6. Specialization Index frequency for the population with
randomly distributed food and tool tokens and no exchange. A
value near to 1 means specialization in food tokens, whereas a
value near to -1 means specialization in tool tokens.

3000
Number of robots

Number of robots

350

Since there is no exchange, the robots do not
specialize in capturing food or tools (Fig. 6), although
some of the robots exhibit a preference for the food
tokens over the tool tokens, which can be explained
by considering that the food tokens are needed to
survive.

Number of robots

B. Food tokens and tool tokens

2500
2000
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-1 to -0.6 -0.6 to -0.2 -0.2 to 0.2 0.2 to 0.6 0.6 to 1

Specialization index
Figure 7. Specialization Index frequency for the population with
randomly distributed food and tool tokens and the possibility to
make exchanges.
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(
9 and 10). The robots
our Specialization Index (Fig.
that adopt the first, morre advanced, strategy are
divided into two group
ps: the robots that are
specialized in capturing thee food tokens (farmers) and
the robots that are speciaalized in capturing the tool
tokens (artisans). The rob
bots that adopt the second,
less advanced, strategy of
o living in the food zone
without using the tool tok
kens, are all specialized in
capturing the food tokens.

Number of robots

ment with a zone
The robots that live in an environm
containing food tokens and another zone containing
tool tokens but that cannot exchangge food for tools
evolve a different strategy. Since theyy cannot traverse
the empty space which separates thee food zone from
the tool zone, they all tend to liive in the zone
containing the food tokens. Althoughh the tool tokens
would be very useful to them, they prefer to live in
the food zone. And when we teest them in an
environment containing either onlyy food tokens or
only tool tokens, we find that they aare specialized in
capturing the food tokens (Fig. 8). T
This an adaptive
strategy because all twenty populattions succeed in
surviving although population sizze tends to be
smaller than for the preceding robotss that lived in an
environment with randomly distributted food and tool
tokens but could exchange food for toools.

Number of robots

3) Zonal distribution of tokens and no exxchange
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Figure 9. Specialization Index freequency for the populations which
live only in the food zone and ig
gnore the tool zone although they
have the possibility to exchange food for tools
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Food zone

500
0

Figure 8. Specialization Index frequency in tthe population with
randomly distributed food and tool tokens and no exchange.

4) Zonal distribution of tokens plus exchhange
And, finally, we arrive to the robotss that live in the
environment with a food zone annd a tool zone
separated by an empty space but the robots can
exchange food for tools. All the tw
wenty populations
succeed in surviving in this environm
ment but what is
interesting that different populationss adopt different
strategies. More than half populationns (12 out of 20)
adopt the more reasonable strategy w
with some robots
living in the food zone and specializzing in capturing
the food tokens and other robots liiving in the tool
zone and specializing in capturing thee tool tokens and
then proceeding to exchanging food for tools. The
robots of the remaining 8 populationns live only in the
food zone and they survive by eatingg the food tokens
without using the tool tokens. This iis a less effective
strategy because population size is m
much greater for
the robots that live in the two zonees and exchange
food for tools than for the robots thaat adopt the more
conservative strategy of living all iin the food zone
and renouncing to the tool tokenns (Fig. 5). The
difference between the two strategiess is confirmed by

Number of robots

Specialization ind
dex
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Figure 10. Specialization Index frequency for the robots living in
the environment with zonal distrribution of food and tools and the
possibility to exchange food for tools.
t
Some robots live in the food
zone and specialize in collecting (producing) food (farmers, green)
while other robots live in the tooll zone and collect (construct) tools
(artisans, blue) and then the farmers and the artisans exchange food
t
for tools.

IV.

CONCLU
USIONS

Populations of robots that need two
o different types of food to
remain alive and reproduce alll become extinct in an
environment in which the two typ
pes of food are randomly
distributed in the entire environmeent and, even earlier, in an
environment in which one type of food is in one zone of the
environment and the other type of food is in another zone of
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the environment. On the contrary, if we allow a robot to
exchange one type of food for the other type of food with
another robot, many populations succeed in surviving and
population size is larger for the robots living in the
environment with the two types of food in two separate zones.
However, when we measure specialization in individual robots
in a laboratory setting containing only one or the other type of
food, we observe specialization only for the robots living in
the environment in which the two types of food are in different
zones. Some robots tend to live in one zone and to collect the
food which is found there and then to exchange their food with
the food collected by the robots living in the other zone.
If the robots need only one type of food but the environment
also contains tools that allow the robots to extract more energy
from food, all populations succeed to survive even without the
possibility to exchange food for tools because they can adopt
the strategy of collecting food without necessarily looking for
tools. However, the possibility to make exchanges leads to an
increase in population size and the best results are obtained
when food is in one zone and tools are in another zone of the
environment so that some robots specialize in collecting food
(farmers) and other robots specialize in collecting tools
(artisans) and then farmer robots exchange food for tools with
artisan robots.
Specialization and the exchange of goods are critical human
adaptations which have allowed human beings to colonize new
and more difficult environments and to develop complex
economies. The robots described in this paper make it possible
to better understand some basic mechanisms and
consequences of specialization and the exchange of goods.
Our robots are very simplified with respect to human beings
who exchange different types of goods. For our robots there
are no costs for exchanging one type of token for another type
of token and they automatically proceed to an exchange if one
robot has more tokens of one type than tokens of the type and
vice versa for the other robot. To explore the role of the costs
of making exchanges, one direction of research that we are
currently exploring is the emergence of market places. The
robots can make exchanges only if they are sufficiently close
to one another in physical space. The robot’s environment
contains a spatial landmark which can be seen by the robots
and the robots must evolve the behavior of approaching the
landmark and staying near to the landmark (the marketplace)
to proceed to making exchanges. This implies that doing
exchanges has some costs for the robots in terms of time and,
perhaps, fatigue, and we want to see how this additional factor
influences the robots’ overall behavior.

hardwired by us in the robots. In [8] and [9] we have described
more abstract “agents” that autonomously decide whether to
proceed to an exchange and what are the terms of their
exchange and this important aspect of economic behavior have
been explored with other agent-based models. But we want to
study these behaviors with our “physical” robots which have a
“brain”, live in different environments, and possess different
adaptive patterns.
A final but very important problem is that in our robots the
“farmer” robots have an advantage with respect to the
“artisan” robots because the “farmer” robots can survive
without tools and, therefore, without exchanging food for tools
while the “artisan” robots cannot “eat” their tools and they
need to exchange them with food. But, in human history the
opposite seems to have happened, with “artisans” living in
cities and possessing more goods and “farmers” living in the
country and possessing fewer goods. This may be due to the
fact that producers of tools can progressively improve their
tools so as to make them increasingly desirable to producers of
food, while this strategy is much less accessible to producers
of food.
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Another limitation of our robots is that the terms of exchange
(one token of one type for one token of the other type) is
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